The Shadow Wolf: The Shadow Wolf//Darkness of the Wolf

On the run from authorities, gutsy Megan
Moraine knows shadow wolves like herself
have no place in this world. But shes still
prepared to do anything to protect her
young charges. That resolve is tested when
the trio is captured by Gabriel Robichaux.
Everyone knows that Gabriel is a ruthless
bounty hunter, a member of an elite group
called the Enforcers. Why then is Megan so
attracted to her enemya wolf who hunts his
own people? A wolf whose languid, sexy
drawl makes her dream the impossible?
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Greg Dinner has worked in the film and television industry for thirty-five years, in New York, Los Angeles, London
andHe was startled to see a gray shadow, wolf shaped, moving in the whitened air. Was it a kindred soul come to claim
him? A lethal silhouette weaving in and out
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